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Many fraternities violate fire code
Many changes have to be made in UMO
fraternity houses before they conform fully
to the state's strict fire code, an inspection
has revealed.
"Only a couple fraternities were up to
code," said UMO Fire Marshal Duane
Brasslett, who conducted most of the
inspection two weeks ago. "Most of them
Mud bowls?
don't have enclosed stairwells. Each
stairwell is supposed to have a half-hour
fire-rated door (a door that would stand up
to about a half hour of burning before
flame penetration). And as far as defective
wiring goes, very few fraternities have
done much about it."
Other violations, he explained, involved
furnaces in some houses. "Either the
Muddy fields Saturday made playing
conditions poor for the UMO football
team fabovel. but ideal for Delta
Delta Delta and Alpha Omicron Pi
sororities in a mud howl. (Russ
McKnight photos).
Student response 'pleasing'
furnace wasn't closed or it didn't have
two-hour fife-rated walls."
Some inadequacies were only small
matters, he added, such as blocked exits
and open fire doors, "There were a lot of
fire doors propped open, but I can't
criticize them for that any more than I can
the dorms. That violation is all over
campus."
Brasslett said fire-code enforcement has
become rigid nationwide. With a local
firefighter assisting, he carries out an
inspection of the fraternities every three
months. Also, any fraternity which
renovates its house in any way must have it
checked by the state fire marshal, as Sigma
Nu and Beta Theta Pi did recently.
All fraterrit;es were thoroughly checked
hy sta..? aeth7:-ities in 1972, when it was
found that many needed fire escapes.
Those houses were soon outfitted with the
missing feature.
Despite the installation of such safety
features as fire escapes, smoke and heat
detectors and sprinkler systems in the 17
buildings, some major complications
remain.
For instance there is the growing
tendency of fraternity members to sleep
both upstairs and downstairs, making an
evacuation potentially more difficult. Dead
-end corridors are also a big concern.
Jim Fellows, president of Delta Tau
Delta, said, "They told us we didn't have
enough electrical outlets in one room,
and there was a problem with overcrowd-
ing of storage areas. Also, there was some
problem about guys painting over the
sprinkler nozzles in their rooms."
"They told us to close in our stairwell,"
said Peter Farnum, president of Sigma
Chi. "They cautioned us about hanging
things like jackets from the sprinkler
system and pointed out a circuit box that
was uncovered. And the test button for our
smoke detectors didn't work."
Bob Falt, treasurer of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon, said, Some electrical circuits
were overloaded and we had them taken
out. There was garbage by the exits and
we took that av;ay. We had our paint stored
by a dryer, which was a hazard, so we built
a cabinet for it. And they said all the ram
(upper deck) windows must be open."
The small things they point out are very
beneficial to the house," Falt added.
"A lot of what we take for granted can
create a firetrap.—
_
The newer brick fraternity houses, while
less vuncrable to fire, are still not free of
shortcomings.
James Burgess, president of Sigma Phi
Epsilon, said_the Inspection ot his house
revealed some uncovered plastic foam
insulation, though there were few other
violations.
Phi Gamma Delta's house manager, Eric
Knudsen, said his house is deficient due to
an open stairwell. He added, however that
some rewiring has been done and heat
detectors are in each room.
Jeans Day 'hurt' gays
An effort by UMO's Wilde-Stein Club to
drum up public support by asking persons
to wear blue jeans last Friday to show if
they were gay or in support of the gay
movement was not only unsuccessful, but
also resulted in the club's losing com-
munity support, UMO Student Govern-
ment President Michael K. McGovern said
Monday night.
"If I was in the Wilde-Stein Club or a
leader in that Jeans Day movement, I
wouldn't be too happy," McGovern said.
"I think the day on the whole hurt the
Wilde-Stein Club and the gay movement
here more than it helped it.
Wilde-Stein spokesman Diane Elze could
net be reached for comment. But she
reportedly was happy with the day, saying
It was effectise in illuminating people's
Lab may cure writing problems
by Deborah Strumello
Acknowleging that many UMO students
have a writing problem, Pat Burnes,
chairman of freshman composition, said
she hopes the English department writing
lab will help.
Burnes said writing labs have sprung up
all over the country in response to a
student trend toward poorer writing skills.
It's not just UMO students who have
problems, she said.
Last October the English department
realized that many students needed extra,
more individualized help with writing, she
said. "The writing lab is our answer to the
problem."
A provisional writing lab was started last
January, but was open during very limited
hours. The present writing lab, located in
an unfinished room on the fourth floor of
the English-Math building is open Monday
through Thursday, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
and on Fridays from 9 a.m. to noon. The
lab is staffed by every member of the
English department. In addition, two
members of the staff, Mary Sleeper and
Joe Loehr, work in the lab 15 hours a week.
Burnes called the response of the
English department staff. "amazing."
Every instructor and professor has vol-
unteered one hour a week to staff the lab,
she said. This enables students to seek out
a wide range of opinions and gives them
the flexibility of working with one professor
all the time.
Student response to the program has
been pleasing, Sleeper said. Students are
willing to come for an hour or two a week
and do outside writing as weli.
Some arc referred to the lab by
professors, others come on their own, but
no student is obligated to stay. Yet, they
keep coming back, she said.
Although the lab is equipped to handle
different levels of writing problems, most
of the students who use the lab are
freshmen who have failed their Eh 1
proficiency examination. The exam is given
at the end of each semester. If a student
fails, he is given an incomplete and is
allowed to take the test again. Many
students come into the lab for help at this
point, Sleeper said.
Some students work from a program text
on grammar problems, while others write
compositions at home and bring them in for
helpful criticism.
Burnes said she expects that many more
upperclassmen will be using the lab next
year, when the junior level proficiency test
goes into effect. This test will be given to
all Arts and Sciences juniors and must be
passed in order to graduate.
About 40 students use the labe regularly
each week and about 10 students come in
for specific problems. Sleeper said. For
(continued on page 2)
attitudes toward gay people.
"I didn't see a lot of people wearing hats
to show opposition to gays." McGovern
continued, "But I also didn't sec many
people wearing jeans."
But, according to McGovern feeling was
so negative among some people toward the
jeans movement that they came to the
student governemnt office to request that
funding be cut off for UMO's homosexual
group.
In last Tuesday's issue of the Campus,
the club purchased an advertisement
calling for UMO persons to join a
"National Gay Blue Jeans Day" by
wearing blue jeans to show if they were gay
or supported the gay movement.
Drinking petition
failure predicted
Unless things change drastically
within the next few days, the state of
Maine will have a new drinking age
Tuesday.
Peter Brann, organizer of the
statewide petition drive to keep
Maine's drinking age at 18, said
there's no chance to collect enough
signatures by Oct. 25 to force a
referendum on the question in 1978.
To have a referendum. 37,000
signatures were needed. No esti-
mate on the total number of
signatures was available.
Brann said the petition failed
because "The major problem was
that during the summer it was hard
to get hold of people. Then it was
difficult to get the organization going
with so little time.''
Jay Cromarty. who headed the
(continued on page 2)
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Low own
Edb 2 or Edh 2 stlAdents it you haven't signed
up for speech screening. October 20 and 21, do
so right away Contact Michelle Tremblay, 105
Shibles
Tuesday, October 18
12 noon Dialogue on Rye: Dwight Rideout will
lead a CliaCUSSIOr Of campus issues Coe
Lounge, Memorial Union.
12 noon Migratory Fish Research institute
informal seminar Dr. David Solomon, Salmon
and Freshwater Fisheries Lab., London,
England, will discuss the research program of
the laboratory Bring lunch 310 Murray Hall.
4:10 p.m. Botany and Plant Pathology Seminar:
Kirtland Barker will speak on "Control of
soil-borne pathogens by crop management.' '
118 Deering Hall
6:30 p.m. Free live performance: C.& W. Mow
Company, appearing on the show "Shivaree."
There will be a limited number of seats for this
performance, which will be taped. MPBN
studios.
6:30 p.m. W.C. Fields movie. "International
House" at Stewart Commons. Admission: $1.
7 p.m. IEEE Seminar. Basil Payne will speak on
Development of Electric Power Industry."
153 Barrows Hall
7:30 p.m. Maine Peace Action Committee
feminist films: "Growing Up Female" and
"The Woman's Film" 120 Little Hall.
Admission: 5.50
Tuesday-Saturday October 18 to 22-8:15 p.m.
Maine Masque Theatre presents "The Taming
of the Shrew '' Hauck Auditorium, Admission
Wednesday, October 19
All day, How to Make Your Advertising
Effective. Hilltop. 
Allday, Maine Small College conference
Aubert Hall
10 a.m.-4 p.m. Bloodmobile. Lown Rooms,
Memorial Union.
4 p.m. UCLA professor George Rousseau will
conduct a colloquium on relationships between
philosophy and literature Levinson Room in
the Maples
4 pin Forest Engineering Seminar: Dr. Ed
Aulerich, Oregon State, will speak on "Signifi-
cant Developments in Forest Engineering
Practices: A West Coast Viewpoint 100
Nutting Hall.
7:30 p.m. Citizen Involvement. Community
Programs and Services. Judge F Davis Clark,
district court, Bangor, will speak on ''Maine's
New Criminal Code and Juvenile Law." 106
Eastport Hall
Wednesday, Thursday, October 19, 20-7 and
9:15 p.m. IDI3 movie: "Let's Do It Again." 100
Nutting Hall.
Wednesday-Friday October 19, 21-all day
Counseling Toward Successful divorce Mem-
orial Union
Thursday, October 20
All day. Ladies Estate Planning seminar
Hilltop
12 noon Sandwich Cinema: "The Starry
Messenger.- North Lown Room.
7 p.m. Mini-workshop on foraging presented by
Prof. Charles Richards. Damn Yankee_
7:30 p.m. Equal Time The Rev. Dr Constance
Parvey, Campus Pastor, Harvard/MIT will
speak on "Sexism in Church and Socety
Canterbury Common Room
1A,HAT S NEW AT
MARDEN'S ?
Pas' 1 _ Cod, Har gers
Wooden Coat Hangers
Ass' Yard Goods
Asst Silverware
S'riped W.ndow Shades
Canadian Style Rubber Par. Boots1
12 for $1 00
6 for $1 00
$1 00 a yard
5 for $1 00
Sl 99
$14.99
IT MAKES SENSE
To SAVE '2EPi1S A'
10••••••1.... 
TOTAL LOOK HAIR
STYLING
FOR GUYS AND GALS-
CO) S Shampoo Styling, Blow Dry $5 00
$6 00‘r shampoo, Styling, Blow Dry
98 NORTH MAIN ST.,
BREWER WALK-IN SERVICE
989-7513
OPEN MON - SAT
• Lab response termed pleasing
(continued from page 1)
example, a student may come in and ask
how to take a history essay exam.
The lab is beneficial not only to students
but also'to professors, she said. It relieves
the teacher from having to gear classes to a
group of mixed abilities.
Eh 1 students are given assignments in
class and told to write them at home,
Burnes said. Before, if they had problems,
they had to wait for the next class period or
for the professor's office hours. The
writing lab gives them immediate writing
aid, she said.
Students who have been coming to the
lab since the beginning of the semester feel
the lab has helped them improve their
writing, she said.
Part of the problem students have with
writing is working under pressure. The lab
atmosphere is beneficial because there is
little distraction, Burnes said, adding there
are very few quiet places a student can go
to write on campus.
• Petition failure explained
(continued from page 1)
UMO petition drive, said 8,000 to
10,000 signatures were collected on
campus. The drive failed because
the 18-and 19-year olds didn't "care
that much and left it up to the older
students to take care of it," he said.
However another petition may
provide some consolation to alcohol
consumers who are under age 20.
This petition, which was circulated
the same time as the drinking-age
one, would allow 18-and 19-year olds
to consume alcohol while in a
drinking establishment.
The petition has a Feb.18 deadline
and it should be "no problem" to
collect the required 37,000 signa-
tures, Brann says.
Burnes hopes the lab will be used by
more students in the future. She feels part
of the problem is that the lab has not been
widely publicized. "I just wish more people
knew about us," she said.
Alumnus art shown
Thirty oil paintings by Nobleboro artist
Sally Dunbar are on exhibit during October
and November in the Alumni Hall lobby.
Dunbar is a 1952 UMO graduate and also
studied at Northwestern University, Loyola
and the Art Institute of Chicago. She
exhibited in many Chicago area shows,
including a one-man show in April, 1975, at
the Cliff Dwellers Club, before moving to
Maine in June, 1975.
Since coming to Maine Dunbar has
exhibited in a group show for Maine Coast
Artists in Rockland and was represented in
the Maine '75 Exhibition at Bowdoin
College. Her work is exhibited in UMO's
Artists of Maine Gallery and Traveling Art
Exhibition Program.
Mathematics and language majors...
WHAT'S AN NSACAREER?
Take the PQTand find out.
If you are receiving a degree in mathematics or in a
foreign language before September 1978, a career
with the National Security Agency could begin with a
training program in one of several different career
fields. That's why the Professional Qualification Test
is so helpful in identifying the NSA field where your
aptitude is strongest.
You must register by November 5 in order to take the
PQT on campus—it will not be given again during the
school year. By scoring well on this test, you will
qualify for an employment interview. During the
interview. an NSA representative will discuss the
role you might play in furthering this country's
communications security or in producing vital foreign
intelligence information.
The PQT helps to measure your aptitude for career
areas such as:
LANGUAGES—Foreign languages are valuable tools
for research, analysis, and documentation projects.
a
Advanced training in language (perhaps a new
language) can be expected.
COMMUNICATIONS—Developing and testing logical
designs for global communications is a unique
pursuit. It follows that your training programs in this
area will be both extensive and esoteric.
PROGRAMMING—Our vast communications analysis
projects could not be effectively managed without
the latest computer hardware/software and people
who know how to use them.
PICK UP A PQT BULLETIN at your college placement
office. It contains a registration form which you must
mail prior to November 5 in order to take the test on
November 19.
Electronic Engineering, Computer Science, Slavic,
Mid-Eastern and Asian language majors and Mathe-
matics majors at the Masters level may interview
without taking the PQT.
U.S. Citizenship is required.
NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
Attn: M321
Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 20755
An Equal Opportunity Employer m/f.
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Stores For Your Needs
Albums
RECORD WAREHOUSE
66 Main St.
Bangor -
945-6547
The Largest Selection of Records In MaInc
*Country and Western .oidles
• Rock
*Jazz
•Blves
*Classical
•Children's
•Soul
•Blue Grass
6.98 List $4.99 7.88 List 5 .99
Blank Tapes
Maxwell Memorex Scotch
TDK BASF Capital
•Religion
• Easy Listening
•Imports
•Belly Dance
*Comedy
•Special Orders
Autoparts
Dubay Auto Parts
15 SO. Water Street Old Town, Me
phone 827-5573
636 Hammond Street Bangor, Me.
phone 947-3396
YOUR NAPA Jobber
IS A GOOD MAN TO KNOW
Books
+Aislcome to the VVonderful
World of Books
at
BETTS
BOOKSTORE
Sunbury Mall Bangor
and
I Twin City Plaza Brewer
Calculators
Authorized dealer for TEXAS
lnstument and HEWLETT-
PACKARD calculators (Maine's
only dealer for Hewlewtt
Packard)
Theuniversity Bookstore
UMO
8am-8pm
aam-Spm
gam-4pm
Moo-I hu, s
Fr day
Saturdays
Dept. Stores
• 
of Bangori.
With Two Great Stores
To Serve You Better
DOWNTOWN AIRPORT MALL
9:00 - 5:00 10:00-9:30
9:00 - 9:00 Fri. Daily
Save Freese's Stamps
Drugs
BUM DRUG
YOUR REXALL STORE
PRESCRIPTIONS
BEAUTY AIDS
COSMETICS
OLD TOWN
827-3554
a MTH MAIN ST., OLD TOWN
Fabrics
DONNA' FABRIC SHOP
Kirkland Rd.
Wc carry complete line of
PATTERNS
MATERIALS
NOTIONS
827-7230
Gifts
For Your Halloween Neede
1No Tricks, Just Treats
Party Supplies
Candles. Cards
Stationary
Gifts, Posters
kcture t Gift
44t. 23 Main St., Bangor
Gourmet Food
4Husafrrila 9r
FOR SOMETHING DIFFERENT
& EXTRAORDINARY
Cheeses
Meats
Imported Foods
Beer and Wine
Specialties
Gifts
SUNBURY MALL
8 CENTRAL STREET
BANGOR • MAINE 04401
(207)947-8942
Hair
IP THEMEN'SROOM
Professional Hair Styling
Featuring
Roffier Sculpture Kut
Don Hoxi• Rick Crocker
947-4870 947-3924
reg hours- 8-8:310—Closed MondisYs
appointments also accepted
SUNBURY MALL-BANGOR
Students
swing into the full
season with a new cut
offered to you by
The Hair Taylor
For versatality and style
we have a cut to fit
your needs
call 947-3405 for
an appointment
99 Central St.The Hair Taylor Bangor
Jewelry
sliver a
ATgrauoise(
Authentic Indian'
Jewelry
D.A. Davidson, Inc.
SUNBURY MALL
DOWNTOWN BANGOR
Munchies
C011110IN
PRIKET
Where Wells Commons
When: 11.15 to 9:45 daily
What: soda, candy, ice cream
magazines, potato chips, pretzels,
nuts, ice, rolling papers,
kleenex pipe cleaners,
BK lighters, asprin
cigarettes etc...
MUNCHIES?
Personal Items
 •
Hundreds of personal
items and toiletries
available at competitive
discount prices at:
THE UMO BOOKSTORE
distributed by
BYRON H. SMITH
and CO.. INC.
Perry Road, Bangor
Photographic Supplies
DARIN
SPORTING GOODS CO.
28 Broad Street
BANGOR, MAINE 04401
Telephone (207) 945-6411
Photographic Supplies
NIKON—MINOLTA—OLYMPUS
Headquarters for
oom Supplies, Film 8 Accessories
Mon - Fri 8-5 Saturday 9-5
Printing
We Do A Lot Of Things
With Paper Including:
RESUMES
TYPING&PRINTING
WEDDING
INVITATIONS
Bangor Letter Shop
80 Columbia St., Bangor
945-9311
discount with student ID
Restaurants
512_11EtIgZill:ki1LOZCZga
Fri ol MY
HEART
kIkTVItkl- REM Dtwrioug,
utArcel rtut.brxts
3 N-P1:un
Old Town
,cs to 9 .o orict
bolkudi..scur
Bai o9
Services
Student Government
with: serves you!
Student Legal Services
Distinguished Lecture Series
Student Concert Committee
Your Representative--
Whether you live in a fraternity
dormitory or off-campus
MUAB
Student Government
second floor - Memorial Union 
Shoe Repair
FRANK'S SHOE REPAIR
and
Locksmith service
ZIPPEti SALES AND SERVICE
ICE SKATE SHARPENING
SMALL APPLIANCES REPAIRED
FOREIGN CAR KEYS MADE
OPEN TUES. - SAT. 8-5
20 MAIN ST. ORONO
TEL. 866-4806
Sporting Goods
PELLETIER'S BIKE and
X-COUNTRY SKI SHOP
TAKARA BELLWETHER
UNIVEGA SUNTOUR
MOTOBECANE WEYLESS
ROLLERS
THE 10- SPEED SHOP
NEXT TO McDonalds
751 Stillwater Old Town 827-5220
Watch Repair
arts; tada oz.p.ir1
11 Broad Stlee
BANGOR. MAINE 04401
We Repair Most Makes
Work Done On
Our Premises
Hrs Monday - Friday 9-5
15 percent OFF
WITH UMO STUDENT ID 
Students Show ID
For reduced rates
UNIVERSITY
/I... Mt owl apera
art Novoload•
,
7:00 & 9:00
w..ww tamemem
.
D A IL Y 7100 A %Do
AIJCE'S RESTAURANil
ARLO GUTHRIE j'
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The University ot Maine at Orono s student newspaper smoe 1875
Jim Sloan, Editor
Dan Warren, Managing Editor
Mark Mogensen, News Ed:tor
Pat Murk/and. Copy Editor
Kevin Burnham, Sports Editor
Tim Grant, Photo Editor
Wallace Sinclair Arts Editor
Brewer Cartoonist
Lynn Thurston Ellen Cornmoss
Business Manager Advertising Manager
Theresa Brault
Production Manager
The Maine Campus is a twice-weekly newspaper published at the University of Maine at Orono. Editorial and
business offices are located in 106 Lord Hall, Orono, Maine, 04473, Tel. (207)581-7531 or 581-7532. Advertising
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Passing the book
\Mien we were in grammar school, we learned
phonetics. And when we got to high school
English, we giggled through "Canterbury
Tales' and faced our "Problems of Personal and
Social Identity." VVhen wa reached college, we
had already related to the dominate social
paradigm, understood the meaning of ecosystem
and even knew how to describe the "greenhouse
effect." But "mixed metaphors," 'dangling
modifiers- and "indirect objects" were foreign
phrases, aspects of old-fashioned English
grammar we assumed we'd never need.
In Maine, there has been much concern
recently over the writing skills demonstrated by
both high school and college students. Declining
SAT scores and indications of inadequate
compositional skills caused educators on both
levels to take a hard look at the preparation their
students were receiving. This year, all eleventh
graders in the state will be tested in reading,
writing and arithmetic, and the results will be
evidence for or against the need for proficiency
tests for potential high school graduates. The
growth in size and importance of the UMO
freshman English program emphasizes the
growing concern with student writing skills.
Freshman composition (Eh 1), once only a
requirement for students enrolled in the College
of Arts and Sciences, is now required of all
incoming freshmen, except those in the College
of Engineering and Science. Arid the course is
proficiency-based, which means students whose
writing isn't sharp, clear and coherent don't pass
the course, and don't graduate.
A student should obviously be concerned with
beino able to write well. It doesn't help to just
know the facts; you have to articulate them, and
this ability to deliver facts will, in most cases, be
clearly reflected in grades. But many students
enter this university inadequately prepared to
deliver the facts they will learn, and the question
is whether it should be this university's
responsibility to provide this type of training.
It isn't.
The fine mesh net used by this university to
snare its poorly prepared students needs to be
relocated. The net belongs in the high school,
where the refinement of basic mathematical and
English compost ional skills belongs. Valuable
time is being wasted on the post-secondary level
to teach students these basic skills and as a
result, the quality of these students' education is
hindered. UMO's programs cannot be
developed if students can't handle the
improvements.
Many claim the fundamental problem is that
elementary school teachers are incompetent and
that their students feel alienated, and are
therefore unable to learn. VVhy do they feel
alienated? Perhaps it has something to do with
the absence of intellectual curiosity, which may
be reflected in the dull image of their instructors.
And why are the teachers labeled incompetent?
Maybe they weren't equipped to earn their
competency back when they should have been
learning because they were spending too much
valuable time on the basics when they were on
the post-secondary level.
This Catch-22 arrangement seems, then, to be
a direct result of the poor education students
receive during their K-12 advancement. The
teachers are incompetent because of their poor
training and the students suffer from a worse
problem: not only is their education insufficient,
but those admininstering that education are
inadequate as well.
So although UMO's effort to ease the problem
is important, that effort is misplaced.
Proficiency tests which filter out ill-prepared
students should be relocated to the high schools
so this university can be set free to grow and
ultimately provide more sophisticated challenges
for those who undertake the rigors of a
post-secondary education. If it isn't, the
sluggish cycle of poor teachers preparing poor
students will become a permanent fixture in this
state.
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Lire at the Big 0
Dan
Warren
Our saerfd jeans
Being American and loving--as Amer-
icans do--to put labels on people, some of
my personal associates have been frus-
trated lately at not being able to classify me
and my feelings toward Friday's National
Gay Blue Jeans Day.
You see, while I didn't wear blue jeans, I
did mention to a couple right-wing friends
my intention to vote for Diane Elze for
President in 1980.
And that's regardless of whrther my
man Lester Maddox runs again.'
My praise for Elze--the self-avowed
Queen of the Gays at UMO--is somewhat
strong, I guess, but I must say the woman
impressed me in a telephone conversation
as really haying her human waste together,
to paraphrase a popular expression.
The controversy is still raging around
here about the Jeans Day the Wilde-Stein
Club pulled over on us Friday. Some
students are expressing anger over the
stunt by Elze and her Steiners and others
claim puzzlement as to why they did it.
Many people--though they might not
agree with it--have heard the gays'
reasoning behind holding the nationwide
dungarees day.
But I found it so interesting, provocative
and well-thought-out that I thought I'd list
it here again—briefly—to clear up some
lingering questions.
Why was it held? Answer: To expose
feelings toward gays at UMO and
throughout the country.
Did they expect a lot of support?
Answer: Not really. They knew that
people would go out of their way to get
their corduroys out of storage. That, in a
way, was what they were after. They
wanted to illuminate the fact that people
discriminate against them, that there is
need for more and better legislation to
protect gay rights in employment and
housing, etc.
Didn't they know they were incon-
veniencing people by forcing them to avoid
wearing jeans on Friday, which is a very
common practice? Answer: Yes. They say
that if people had to take an extra two
hours to do a wash to have clean dress
pants or whatever, then they at least forced
those persons to take a long, hard look at
their feelings toward homosexuality. "Is it
really worth all this trouble washing my
clothes--to show that I'm against gays?"
they hoped people would ask themselves.
What if an innocent person forgot that it
was Jeans Day and wore his or her jeans
anyway? Answer: Good, they say. Then,
that person will get to know the ridicule,
jokes and scorn a homosexual encounters
every day.
That's the basic reasoning in a nutshell.
I'm sorry, but it sounds very rational to me
and when I got off the phone. I who have
always prided myself on my imitation of
the lispy Truman Capote, felt as though I
had just talked to Dale Carnegie, so
convincing had Elze been.
I think I wrote the page-one story on
Jeans Day objectively, being fair to both
sides and including Elze's rationale.
But rationale doesn't matter in this
issue. I remembered. Because it's popular
to be conservative, right wing and radical
on this issue at UMO.
Hating gays is the cool thing to do here.
It's funny. Everybody loves rednecks.
They're a riot when they call their Bean
boots "queer-stompers." And they're a
great time at a Orly.
Although I admit I might not want to tit
stuck in a telephone booth for 24 hours with
Elze and her fellow Steiners, I think their
messages might get heard if they keep
shouting.
And they have good messages. But,
unfortunately, they chose to stick them in
our dungarees.
And as we saw Friday, nobody messes
with a redneck and his dungarees.
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It's their own life...
let's realize it
To the Editor:
In regards to National Gay Blue
Jeans Day, I felt it accomplished
two things which are vitally
important. First, it gave people
who either support homosexuality
of who feel a person's sexual
preference is their own business a
chance to express themselves. It
also, however, brought out some
of the ignotant, pigheaded
people to speak their prejudice.
The views most commonly ex-
pressed was that homosexuals are
inhuman, or go against nature.
Whether homosexuality is right
or wrong is not the point. The
point is: should homosexuals be
allowed to pursue their own
To the Editor:
interests? I say yes. It's none of
our business if someone is
homosexual, and if he/she is,
then, so what? It's their own life,
and it's about time we realized
this... I thought this was the 20th
century and we were going to
accept alternate lifestyles. Let's
do it then, instead of opening our
mouths and having nothing come
out.
Homosexuals are people. They
are no better or worse than a
heterosexual. They are just dif-
ferent. Why can't we leave it at
that instead of showing our low
mentality?
Christopher Winters
213 Knox Hall
reader's opinion
The Campus encourages letters from
readers. To be published, letters must be
signed and include an address, but names will
be withheld upon request. Brief letters are
advised, and all are subject to editing for
grammar, good taste and available space.
BCC comes through with blood
To the Editor:
The Red Cross Bloodmobile
was recently here on the oft
forgotten and seldom praised
Bangor campus. A lot of people
will never know the qualities
Doty's letter clarified
The recent article regarding the
student role in collective bargain-
ing and Professor C. Stewart
Doty's subsequent letter of
"Clarification" have come to my
attention.
A matter of importance which
is not accurately portrayed is
Professor Doty's assertion that
the student representatives "will
be appointed by the administra-
tion."
It was clear from the time that
amending legislation passed that
the appointment of student rep-
resentatives would be controver-
sial and sensitive. The Board of
Trustees felt that the appropriate
vehicle for the selection of the
student representatives would be
one involving students. The
University of Maine Organization
of Student Governments
(UMOSG) was, therefore, given
the responsibility of selecting the
three students who were to be
"broadly representative of the
various campuses." UMOSG
accepted this charge, selected the
original student representatives
and has selected replacements as
needed.
It is of major significance that
neither the Board nor the admin-
istration participates in the sel-
ection process. Questions regard-
ing the selection process can best
be answered by the student rep-
resentatives or the students
serving on UMOSG.
For the record, there are three
current and functioning student
representatives who were chosen
by UMOSG. The names of these
student representatives have
been, and will continue to be,
submitted by UMOSG to the
Board of Trustees for formal
appointment. This formal
appointment is mandated by the
University of Maine Labor Re-
lations Act.
Even wise men have to agree
that both freedom and respon-
sibility are present with regard to
the selction of the student rep-
resentatives for the purpose of
collective bargaining input.
Sincerely,
Samuel J. D'Amico
Assoc. Vice Chancellor
for Employee Reiations.
Wilde-Stein plays 'dangerous game'
To the Editor:
The Wilde-Stein club has al-
ways been treated with at least a
tolerance much more than it
would get on many campuses. If
they desire to bring themselves
"out of the closet" a blue jeans
day is a poor medium. Everyone
wears blue jeans. By wearing
such apparel, they will actually
hide themselves among the rest
of us--diffusing the questioning
glances. This is where my rights
as a student and a person are
being violated. Is this hiding
what the group desires? It
appears to me an attempt to force
the majority to wear what the
minority wants. I really resent an
attempt by any group to dictate
what I wear.. .if they desire
recognition, let them wear arm-
bands or other such uncommon
clothing.
It is my contention that the
Wilde-Stein club is playing a
dangerous game. They will only
lose ground in an attempt to
blatantly manipulate this college
community. It will only arouse
mere distaste.. .let the Wilde-
Stein club have its meetings,
functions and other activities.
But don't step on my feet in the
process. They are no more
privilaged in this respect than any
3ther organization.
knaria
Book & Music Store
ChurrhiSukply
\14
_
,
Full Service Christian Book Store
BOOKS- MUSIC-RECORDS-TAPES
Special Orders Welcome
31 Main St., Bangor
945-9730
945-5315
hours:
Mon-Thurs and Sat 8:30-5
Friday 8:30-9
USED • RARE • OUT OF PRINT
Good books bought and sold
H. 0. DENDURENT BOOKS
We locate out-of-print books
Open Daily Excepi Sunday
Thurs. and Fri. until 9
79 Central St., Bangor
947-4187
Mark Smedberg
Stodder Hall
present here but the staff from
the Red Cross is one group that
will confirm our high standards
and abilities. The kids here did
one hell of a good job. Those
involved in the blood drive set a
new complex record for the
number of donors. Sea Dog
knows, he organized the complex-
wide effort, netting nearly a sixth
of the entire complex...
It poured rain the entire drive
and still the kids came. They kept
the BCC Student Union full for
well over the scheduled six hours.
Sadly, some were even turned
away at the end. But, the
majority of the people gave...
The student body here at
BCC got together and really
came through. We are justly
proud of our efforts. It's simply
another time that BCC far
exceeded a "low-life" image we
are often granted, and we sur-
passed totals of which any college
campus would be proud.
In closing, I say thanks every-
one and let's keep on living the
good life, even when we're a
proud pint low.
Sox fans keep
hometown heroes
To the Editor:
Re Greg Betts' commentary of
Oct.11 Though there are many
reasons for Maine's Red Sox fans
to hate the New York Yankees,
the major reason has to be that
Maine's Yankee fans are largely a
bunch of ioud -mouthed front-
runners. Perhaps they didn't set
out to be front-runners, but
somewhere along the line they
acquired it (usually from a Maine
father who loved to see the
Mantles, Ruths and DiMaggios
beat up on the teams that couldn't
afford the kind of organization it
took to acquire such players). It is
very easy to cheer for a team that
wins at least two pennants in
every decade, and even easier to
rub everyone else's noses in it.
I'm tired of hearing "Who's in
first?" everytime a Yankee fault
Rob Doyle
is pointed out. While watching a
Yanks-Sox encounter on TV. I'm
tired of being converged upon by
half a dozen Yankee fans when the
Yankees have a three run lead,
and never seeing them when the
game is close. I'm tired of not
being able to razz these guys back
about the Giants, the Jets, the
Mets, the Knicks, the Nets, the
Rangers, or any of the other
pitiful New York sports teams
because Yankee fans inevitably
cheer for the Raiders, the Celtics,
or the Montreal Canadiens.
So Yankee fans of Maine, go
ahead and beat your chests for
the richest organization from the
biggest fan market in the biggest
city in baseball. We Sox fans will
stick with the regional pride we
have in our "hometown' heroes,
the Boston Red Sox.
Sign me,
"Not a Maine Yankee"
NEED AJOB?
We are in need of a Work-Study student for 10plus hours
per week for typing, filing and minimal laboratory work in
Science Education Flexible hours. Much of the work can
be done at home or dorm. The applicant must already been
approved for Work Study this semester and must have at
least 10 hou, s per week allocation.
If interested, contact Mr. Les Picker, 581-2754 or leave
message with secretary.
BUCKSPORT HIGH SCHOOL GRADS
Any past graduate of Bucksport High School may
apply for financial assistance from the
FRED W. FORSYTH EDUCATIONAL FUND. For
Information and applications, go to
2nd floor Wingate Hall
Student Aid Office
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'Temporary' East Annex turn!
Repairs may cost $30,000
by Mark Mogensen
Accompanied by a statement from President Howard
R. Neville that -There's nothing as permanent on this
campus as a temporary building," the "temporary"
East Annex turns 30 years old this year.
A lack of university funds for new buiidings and
available classroom space has caused the university to
continually modernize and repair the structure
considered "a shame" by one worker in the building.
However, UMO's physical plant, which completes
most of the maintenance for all the university's
buildings and grounds, has acted as if the building
would eventually be torn down. It has responded to
repairs after they are needed, requiring major
renovation and rebuilding, including work on rotting
foundation timbers , according to physical plant
spokesmen.
The repairs may cost the university well
over $30,000, and are considered by physical plant
personnel and engineers to be both -not worth it" and
"not a good investment."
However workers in the East Annex expressed desire
for completion of renovation and beautification.
In contrast to the new, brick English-Math building
to its north, and modern Shibles Hall to the south, East
Annex, with its grey asbestos shingles, is truly a thorn
between two roses to any passersby.
Although no records are available, most sources
believe the Annex was brought to UMO in 1947 from
Brunswick Naval Air Station where it was being used as
a barracks. It arrived at the university in at least two
pieces for use as an academic building for the
anticipated WW II veteran enrollments.
The sociology and general engineering departments
moved into the building first, followed by wildlife,
financial aid, placement avid other departments and
offices.
Today the building remains much the same as when
it was assmebled in 1947. But its older condition meets
the same negative reaction.
have a certain fondness for the building. I met my
husband here," one secretary working in the East
Annex said. "But it's primitive."
Personnel office secretary Marcia Bond considered
the building "drafty" and "not very attractive."
"People laugh when I tell them I work in the East
Annex."
"It's terrible. It's all falling apart," said Carole
Gardner of the history department. Many people
can't believe what this place looks like."
A professor with an office in the building who refused
to be identified, said "Facilities don't begin to meet our
needs. It has to have an effect on how we teach here.''
Henry B. Metcalf, an associate professor of general
engineering who has a second-floor office at the Annex,
said, "The classrooms and facilities are badly
antiquated. There is a lack of ventilation, and the
drawing rooms are sometimes cold."
The one-pipe heating system used in the building
regulated by four thermostats located in the smaller
and better insulated offices.
To those and other complaints, the physical plant
responded by painting, repairing, installing a new roof
and adding a sprinkler system, among other work, to
the building.
However, Alan D. Lewis, physical plant director,
said, "We hate it every time we have to make repairs
on East Annex. We've been planning to do away with
the building," and so "we've neglected maintenance.
"It's not a good investment," he continued, "but
there's no other way to make space economically
available. We couldn't afford another building."
Due to physical plant's hesitation with adding more
work and money into the building, original East Annex
windowsills rotted, allowing water to
deteriorate the pressed fiberboard sheathin
the asbestos tiles and rot the building's
beams or sills to an unknown extent.
The deterioration was not noticed unti
install aluminum siding on East Annex fa
the sheathing loosened and dropped off.
inspection, the sill rot was discovered.
Lewis said new windows must now be
place of the leaking older windows. F
building must also be lifted off its fo
determine the extent of rot and replace
sills.
The southeast section of East Annex i ,
tested to determine the steps necessary
planned aluminum siding can finally be mo
building.
Lewis said insulation will also be ins
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c turns 30
s rotted, allowing water to soften and
the pressed fiberboard sheathing that backs
os tiles and rot the building's foundation
Sills to an unknown extent.
eterioration was not noticed until attempts to
riinum siding on East Annex failed because
ling loosened arid dropped off. On further
, the sill rot was discovered.
aid new windows must now be installed in
:he leaking older windows. He said the•
riust also be lifted off its foundation to
the extent of rot and replace deteriorating
itheast section of East Annex is now being
determine the steps necessary before the
uminum siding can finally be mounted on the
said insulation will also be installed on the
previously unprotected sides of the building, in efforts
to cut the $5,425 heating costs.
Although physical plant spokesmen stressed the
pride they took in giving prompt, complete mainten-
ance, Lewis said he reoretted delaying East Annex
repairs. We deferred too long. Now it will probably
cost us more. Deferred maintenance costs you more
money than a good preventative program of
maintenance."
He later added that recent budget cuts had also
added to the deferral of repairs at East Annex.
"I'm ashamed to show the building to visitors,"
Metcalf said. "I wish a decision would be made to
either remove the building or renovate it completely... if
it's temporary, have a program or get rid of it."
REE 'THIS WEEK
Regular Hamburger
and Regular
French Fries
Eat in or Eat out and Save at
The Finast
and
McDonald's® 
With every $10 purchase at the Finast, you'll get a coupon entitling you to a free regular
Hamburger and regular serving of crisp, golden brown French Foes-at participating
McDonald'sg restaurants. You can redeem one of these coupons each time you visit
McDonald'st until November 6, 1977. Week in and week out we want to make the
Finast your store to shop for the food you want most at home and this week, with
McDonald's coupons, we're the store for some of the food you eat out, too.
Save This Week at Finast with
Feature Attractions
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Nomad Sliced
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•
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Ham •
•
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•
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EAT STREET U.S.A. 
Corned Brisket
Boneless
Leen Beef
Thick Cuts
lb.
Roasting Chickens FrSWd. 691
Beef Rib Roast s?",r..VT. . .
Ground Beef
Center Cut
Pork Chops
Special Trimmed
for Special Value
Inspected
U.S. Gchrt. $125
Fresh Regular
Not more than
28% Fat
3 lbs. or more
U.S. Fancy 214"& up
Apples
McIntosh
Red or Golden
Delicious
or Cortland
lb.
Fresh Shoulder
Delicious
Leen Arm
Picnic Whole
lb.
PA *.4- J Chops Z.Irs=
Pork Blade Roast . . . 1.09
Pork Loin Roast...0  •1.15
Boneless Roast FrFrCr  1.49
Pork Sparenbs.....sy. .  1-09
Unk Sausage PIN* Dirk  lb 1.29
Whole Pork Loins  . 1.09
Cantina Alb Plow Sirloin boost Camber Cot COW
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Games get drinkers reeling, dealing
by Kate Ramsay
Residential Life statistics indicate 84
percent of UMO dormitory students drink,
and the rate probably won't drop (though
the drinkers may) by the time fraternities
are included in the next survey.
To relieve the boredom of just lifting
those steins week after week to dear old
Maine, students have found variety in
drinking games.
And among the variety being played in
Orono this fall are cardinal puff, thumper,
categories, bizz buzz (always a popular one
to play at the Bear's Den along with
cardinal puff), concentration and the ever
popular fraternity games of beer norm and
beer die.
At home or in the dormitory, the
following games can add a little sport to
that basic and reliable chugging monotony.
Game one: Cardinal Puff. The more
people who play this game, the better it is.
After stating the name of the game and
asking permission from the rest of the
players to begin, the first player says,
"Cardinal puff is about to take the first
drink of the evening." Then he picks up his
glass, taps it on the table once, tilts it in the
air once, takes one dzink from the beer,
tilts it again, places it on the table then
taps each hand once on the table and then
under it. After this, he taps each foot once
on the floor, and finally rises from his chair
once. The second time around, he repeats
the same movements, only doing each one
twice. The third time around he repeats
every action three times and in order to
finish then, his glass of beer must be
empty. The player ends his turn by saying,
"Once a cardinal, always a cardinal," and
then tips his glass over. However, if at any
time during the player's turn, he makes a
mistake, such as messing up the actions of
the game or forgetting the words, then he
must chug his glass of beer and lose his
turn to the next player.
Game two: Bizz Buzz. Again, the more
people playing this game, the better it will
be.
This is basically a counting game, with
the words bizz and buzz substituted for the
numbers five and seven. All numbers
which contain the number five or are
multiples of it are called bizz.
And, all numbers which are multiples of
seven or have the numeral seve^ in them,
Thibodeau's
Barber Shop
Specializing in
hair styling and
kthe Roffler Sc ulptur Kut
Trims
Shampoos
Sham
Razor
35 N. MAIN ST,
OLD TOWN
appointments 827-5531
THE UMO SKATING
CLUB
WANTS YOU
To take advantage of our
free introductory skating
session on Thursday, Oct 29
from 8:15 - 9:15 pm
come and see what our club
has to offer!
Refreshments served
such as 27, are called buzz. the whole
object of the game is to start in i circle and
count around it. Each person says one
number, except when a biz/ or buzz
number comes. So, the gsrn.: vould start
like this: one, two, three, four, bizz, six,
buzz, eight, nine, bizz, 11, 12, 13, buzz,
bizz, 16, buzz...
If a person misses a number or forgets to
say bizz or buzz at the appropriate time,
then he must chug his beer and the game
continues until the beer runs out.
Game three: Beer Die. Only two or four
people can play this game with the
addition of one referee. Materials need to
play the game include one die, one table 10
to 12 feet long and a glass of beer for each
player. As mentioned before, this game is
tor the hardcore gamer.
The directions are as follows: (Rules for
two people) Each player sits at opposite
ends of the table with his beer exactly an
arm's length away. The referee sits to one
side in the middle of the table. The object
is for one player to throw the die over a line
determined by the referee, have it bounce
on the table and skitter off the opposite
end, without the other player catching it
first. If the player throwing the die does not
throw it over the line, then the referee
gives him a w.tt.;,ig. With eat h warning,
the player must take a dnnk of beer. After
three warnings, the beer must be chugged.
A player continues his turn until the other
player catches the die before it falls off the
table.
Other rules for playing beer die include:
--seatage. Each player must remain in
his seat at all times. He is not allowed to
leave his seat in the pursuit of the die. If he
does get caught for seatage, he must chug
the beer.
--deadage. If the die should go over the line
but doesn't bounce or move after it hits the
table, then the player who threw it must
take a drink and lose his turn.
--timeouts. After an evening of beer-
drinking, these are necessary. If the
referee does not grant the time out, the
player must remain seated and at attention
until it is granted.
—cursing. Absolutely no cursing is
allowed while the game is being played.
Obscene gestures are also prohibited.
Being caught at either of these things will
result in the offender having to chug his
beer.
Points are given for each successful
throw of the die, and the one to reach 11
points first wins the game. The loser, of
course, has to chug the beer.
Those under age 20 may not be able to
enjoy these games after Oct. 25, but
hopefully those noises at the Bear's Den
will make a little more sense to you.
Black bear returning to mall,
but source of funding unknown
The Bear is back.
UMO, having been without a statue of its
black-bear mascot since December, 1975,
when the deteriorating wooden bear was
removed from the pedestal in front of
Memorial Gymnasium, will have another
statue to guard the mall by next fall.
UMO President Howard R. Neville has
appropriated $10,000 for the construction
of a statue and a university committee
headed by history professor David W.
Trafford has sent out letters to sculptors all
over New England offering them the
chance to compete for the contract.
Though the money has been appropriat-
ed, Neville says he doesn't have it yet.
"We will probably get the money from
alumni and private fund raising," he said.
Neville is also hoping for a donation from
UMO Student Government.
Trafford's committee has mailed letters
to all members of the New England
Sculptors Association and local artists
inviting them to submit a two-foot
(60-centimeter) scale replica sculpture of
the bear by Dec. 15.
From the submissions, the committee
will pick the three best with the winner
being awarded the contract to sculpt the
12-foot (3.7 meter) bear. Second and third
place submissions will receive $100 prizes.
The winner will be announced Feb. 1,
1978.
"The 'Maine Bear' statue is to resemble
a Maine black bear with an aggressive
expression and exuding Maine spirit," the
committee's letter to prospective sculptors
says.
This bear, like the last one which was
erected in 1962, will stand outside
year-round, serving as a symbolic guard to
the mall.
Members of the committee searching for
a new bear are: Trafford, UMO varsity
football coach Jack Bicknell, former UMO
General Student Senator Rita Laitres,
Director of Physical Plant Alan Lewis,
UMO art professor Regina Kelly, student
Kim Marchegiani and Campus Managing
Editor Dan Warren.
KING OF BEERS* • ANHEUSER-BUSCH. INC • ST LOWS
WHEN DO ENGLISH MAJORS
SAY BUDWEISER.?
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December vote may end property tax debate
by Sharon Deveau
Maine residents go to the polls Dec. 5 to
settle a long-standing argument of whether
the uniform property tax should be
repealed.
During its three-year existence, the
controversial bill, LD 1994, has caused
bitter debate, heated discussion and wide
dissension on the issue of equalized school
funding. But the loudest voices have been
from Maine's small, high-value, coastal
towns.
"It's a very complicated subject with the
need to simplify to the point of making
generalizations," says State Sen. Philip L.
Merrill. Merrill, a 1978 gubernatorial
candidate, was on campus Friday after-
noon as guest speaker for the Maine Young
Democrat's Maine Issue Forum.
The idea for the legislation, he explains,
began with court cases in California which
highlighted "people's inability to pay and
the disparity in taxes." Because some
towns were valued lower than others there
was a need to tax people "five or six times
just to raise the same amount of money for
education."
Maine's uniform property tax bill is a
combination of two proposals, Merrill says.
"Doug Smith from Dover-Foxcroft sug-
gested we fund education from the state
but Joseph Sewall (Senate President from
Old Town) wanted a uniform property tax
where. the state could pool the money and
use a formula to distribute it across the
state."
Although LD 1994 appeared to be an
equitable bill, problems arose. "LD 1994
did a lot of things," says Merrill. "It
attempted to go too far, too fast. It put
together the questions of how to get money
and how to spend it. Those questions are
separate."
Administrative troubles have hurt the
bill as well. "LD 1994 was passed as a tax
reform measure," comments Merrill. "But
it has been handled by the education
committee. The tax hope was that towns
with big mills like Millinocket and
Bucksport would pay more taxes. As it is,
Fabulous
Old Timey Jewelry
authentic reproductions
recapture feelings of the
Victorian Era through Art
Deco. .pendants,
necklaces, lockets,
earrings $4. - $30.
Mobiles 
wonderful floating
silver Bi-Planes,
Gulls, Skiers,
Roadrunners, Fish,
Mono Planes.
$5. $6. $9.
Pet4Itf+ 114,441
'The Good Design Shop''
170 Park St. Bangor
Tues. - Sat. 10-5
DOWN EAST TOYOT
640 WILSON ST.
BREWER* ME.
To introduce ourselves
to our friends at UMO
and BCC, we are offering
a 15 percent DISCOUNT on
parts and/or service
from now until Nov. 30th.
All you need is this ad
and your student ID
card.
Toyota quality parts
& service
none of the towns with mills are paying.
The only one is Wiscasset where CMP
(Central Maine Power) has its nuclear
plant.
"Those hit hardest are the poorest
towns. The legislature- granted exemptions
for churches and hospitals and the citizens
pick up the slack," he continues.
"The bill also places disproportionate
burdens on people living in concentrated
areas, such as Bangor and Portland where
there are many churches and where major
medical facilities are located."
The answer to this is to "frustrate the
legislature's tendency to be generous with
other people's money," Merrill says.
The uniform property tax means placing
a tax of 11.5 mills ($11.50) per $1,000
valuation against the state's valuation for
every town and city. Each year the
legislature decides on a mill rate that will
raise no more than SO percent of the state's
total educational costs for last year.
Discrepancies have arisen, however,
oecause of the different ways which
property may be valued. "Towns assess
their property value on an individual basis
and some don't try to set the value at 100
percent. On the other hand, the state
assesses a town's worth as a whole, taking
the current market value."
Coastal towns, Merrill says, suffer from
what the legislature calls "the sunny side
of the hill problem.
"Because coastal land has a higher
buyer interest with faster acceleration of
sales, the land is valued high. But in most
cases, the other property in the town is
worth less and consequently, the people
pay taxes on the expensive coastal
land."
If LD 1994 is repealed, the state stands
to lose "$135 million in revenue, almost
one-half of what is spent on education in
Maine," he says. "We do the best we can
with the 50 percent the state gives to the
towns to equalize funding but we'll also
lose the $5 million the towns give above
what they raise."
Finals week changes proposed
by Andrea Cronkite
The Inter-Dormitory Board (IDB)
has passed a resolution supporting a
time-change for the final examina-
tions scheduled on Friday, Dec.23,
said IDB President Ivy Elfring. The
last final-exam period this semester
is scheduled to begin at 4:15 p.m. on
the day before Christmas Eve.
"I suggested that the finals be
changed to the Saturday before
finals week and that was the general
consensus of the board,"she said.
However the IDB resolution did not
offer a specific alternative, she
added.
LIMO President Howard R. Neville
said Thursday that he will "go
slowly" in taking action on any
proposed changes in the finals
schedual.
"We agreed on the calendar two
years ago, and we took this into
account when we made it." Neville
said. "It is hard to change it now
just because some people would like
to see something different.
"There are very few people who
can't get home in time for Christmas
Eve or who have a final scheduled for
the last period. There were only
about 300 or 400 people on campus
the last afternoon of finals week last
year," he added.
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Food steals the show at Parents' weekend
Parents visiting UMO last weekend gave
him "nothing but positive reports," says
Thomas D. Harper, assistant director of
development.
"The greatest compliments were for the
food services," says Harper, who esti-
mates there were about 3,000 visitors for
Parents' Weekend.
Ihe Sophomore Eagles gave a bean
supper for the parents Saturday night,
while the dining commons' shore dinner at
noon Sunday featured lobster and steamed
clams. Both events took place in the field
house.
Despite rain, many parents made it to
the football field Saturday to witness
Maine's 9-7 victory over the University of
Connecticut.
The Alpha Tau Omega-Alpha Gamma
Rho mudbowl after the game resulted in a
scoreless tie, while Alpha Omicron Pi
wiped up Delta Delta Delta 6-0.
Visitors were provided with other
diversions such as a performing arts recital
by the Down East Chamber players in the
English-Math building Friday,
planetarium shows, a talk given by
Marshall Dodge of "Bert and 1" fame at
the Parents and Friends Association
meeting Saturday morning and an ex-
hibition of Stephen Porter's sculptures and
Frederick Lynch's drawings at Carnegie
Hall.
Tours were given Saturday of the UMO
and BCC campuses and of Richard D.
Hill's solar energy display. All campus
buildings were open.
Alan J. Stone, director of development,
said many complimented the eight-page
supplement in the weekend's Bangor Daily
News which his office and Public Infor-
mation Central Services (PICS) put to-
gether for visiting parents.
Three thousand dollars in ad solicitations
from 19 Maine business made the
supplement's publication possible. The
development office made the solicitations
and had the material written, while P1CS
did the photographs and layout.
The publication contained schedules for
UMO athletic and cultural events, as well
as articles on academics, research and
public service programs at the university.
Stone says he was especially pleased with
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an article which outlined different ways for
outsiders to donate to the university.
One thousand of the 88,000 supplements
that were printed remain at the develop-
ment office in Alumni Hall and anyone may
pick up a ccpy.
Work-study students paid
after four-week delay
by Dianna Benner
The financial aid office at Wingate Hall
was the center of attention Oct. 7 as many
working students picked up their first pay
checks of the semester after a four-week
delay.
The delay in the processing of students'
checks was the result of several factors,
said David Baxter, assistant director of
student aid, who added that "there is no
one to point a finger at."
"The problem is compounded by several
situations," Baxter said. "The classified
employees have changed to a biweekly
pay schedule. We also have to keep track of
the 2,000 employed students on campus
and half of them are non-work-study
students 3o the paperwork is monumen-
tal."
Baxter said in the future students will
not get their first paychecks until four
weeks after the start of the semester, with
two-week intervals between checks there-
after. "We'll have some of this problem
occuring every year," he said. "Hopefully
we can get things smoothed over."
The financial aid office offered loans to
those students with financial need, he
added, but the students' needs were
carefully considered before the loan was
given.
"We can't replace missing checks,"
Baxter said. "It's not our job."
Three years ago the work-study progran3
had limited funding and students could
not begin work until the third week of the
semester. "This gave us time ," he
said,' to get the students' payroll records
in ordc.7."
"Most stuaents have been very under-
standing," Baxter said, "There was a lack
of information. We should never have a
problem this large again."
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UMO tailback Rudy DiPietro finds some solid footing on an otherwise soggy Alumni
Field Saturday. Maine nipped the University of Connecticut 9-7. [Russ McKnight
photo]
Bears nip Connecticut
by Kevin Burnham
On a wet, slippery Alumni field
Saturday, the UMO Black Bear football
team pulled out a close victory over the
University of Connecticut.
Trailing 7-0 going into the fourth
quarter. UMO quarterback Jack Cosgrove
led the Bears on a 76-yard touchdown
drive, passing for two first downs and
running for another. The touchdown came
on a five-yard pass to fullback Pete Keenan
with 7:49 to go in the game.
Maine tried for the go ahead two-point
conversion but was stopped by a stubborn
UConn defense.
Maine got the ball back with just six
minutes remaining in the game. They
started a drive at UConn's 41-yard line but
were stopped at the 1S-yard line.
UMO kicker-tight end Mike Hodgson
then connected on a 32-yard field goal to
put the Bears ahead to stay 9-7 with just
under three minutes to play in the game.
The game was a defensive battle from
the start. With the rain making maneuver-
ing on the field more difficult every
minute, neither team could move the ball
well in the first half.
Maine had an opportunity to score late in
the second quarter when UMO safety Dave
Harrison intercepted a UConn pass and
returned it 29 yards to the Connecticut
11-yard lite. A tough UConn defense
stopped tailback Rudy DiPietro on a
fourth-down plunge at the two yard line
with just under three minutes remaining in
the first half.
Jack Cosgrove had good pass protection
as he completed 10 of 19 passes for 129
yards. Split end Rich McCormick caught
five of those passes for 77 yards.
Maine is now 3-3 on the year with just
four games remaining to play. This was
their first Yankee Conference win this year
after dropping games to Massachusetts,
New Hampshire and Rhode Island.
Maine travels to Western Carolina
Saturday, then returns home again Oct. 29
when they face Albany State.
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SPORTS
Hockey team slides to muddy
victory over Rhode Island, 1-0
Joanne Petkus flicked a penalty stroke
high into the upper left corner of the cage
to give UMO a slim 1-0 field hockey win
over the University of Rhode Island (URI)
Friday afternoon.
It was a Lengyel Field remake of the
mudbowl as players skidded and slopped
up and down field in a pouring rainstorm.
Coach Deb Davis praised goalie Mona
Tryon's afternoon performance of 11 saves.
"Both goalies had to earn their keep,"
Davis said, "especially with muddy circle
play."
The team has been strengthened in the
past couple games with the defensive play
of links Kate Shenk and Joanne Petkus,
who also came up to offer some scoring
power at the top of the circle.
Davis noted the consistent defensive
efforts of halfbacks Sherri Jackson and
Kim Coombs in the last two or three plays.
Coombs has been "unbelievable on corner
play" and has been essential in clearing
the ball out of the circle.
The last two games of the season are
Monday at Farmington and Thursday at
Fresque Isle.
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Bears win at Machias tourney
by Laurie Osgood
The UMO women's volleyball team
emerged the champions at Machias
Saturday, bettering their record to 12-2
after going undefeated in play with the
Universities of Maine at Augusta,Portland-
Gorham, Farmington, and Machias. Orono
looked impressive and displayed consider-
able team depth as they held their
opponents to less than six points in all but
two games.
The Lady Bears had little problem in
stomping over UMA, as it took only one
round of serves in each game to defeat the
Augusta squad 15-4 and 15-0. In the first
game, senior Terry Karkos and junior
Laura Greaves combined on their serves to
contribute the first 10 poiats, with Martha
Gilbertson and Kathy Etter adding 2 points
apiece on their serves and Karen Peterson
serving the final point. The second game
resulted in even better UMO play, junior
Kim Boyer starting the game off with a
bang as she served for seven straight
points, and soon after Karen Peterson put
a finishing touch on the game by serving
the last six points. Augusta went 0-4 for the
day.
- In the first game with UMPG, Oroqo
allowed their opponents only four serves
before easily defeating them 15-0, as Terry
Karkos and Linda Smith contributed 11
points on their serves. The strong UMO
team held UMPG to only four points in the
second game. as they easily terminated
this match 15-4. UMPG went 1-3 for the
day.
The only excitement of the day came in
the first game with Farmington, as UMO
quickly fell behind 13-2. However they
rallied back with super offensive fakes and
spikes and good defensive blocks to
overcome UMF and deservedly win the
game 16-14.
In the second game, the Orono six had
little problem overpowering UMF, as
Terry Karkos and Kathy Etter combined
for 10 points on their serves and UMO
bested them 15-6. UMF went 3-1 for the
day.
In the last match of the day, UMO fell
slightly behind Machias but soon put it
together to beat UMM by two points, or
15-13. Eleven of the 15 points came from
Kim Boyer's serves. The second game
went fast as Orono showed no mercy on
their opponents and did not even allow
Machias to get through one round of serves
Soccer team
loses to Huskies
by Charlotte McAtee
The UConn Huskies beat UMO 3-0 in a
competitive soccer game Saturday morning
in Orono.
Phil Tornsey's outstanding efforts in goal
were not enough to stop the powerful
UConn team in a game played in a steady
rain.
The first half was close, as the Black
Bears got off some good shots on the
UConn netminder. Tom Piffath fired on
the net following a good break, but UConn
scored on an offensive drive in on Torsney.
The Maine keeper dove for the ball, got
charged into by a UConn forward, and lost
possession. The ball was centered to a free
forward in front who drove it home for a 1-0
UConn lead.
Pressure was applied for Maine by Kyle
Webb, Eric Stebenau and Brian Peterson,
but they were unable to penetrate the
Husky defense. Ken Twaddel drove in on a
partial break, but the direct kick that
resulted from his being fouled by a UConn
defender went by the boards.
Torsney made sure the half ended at 1-0
with a great save in the closing seconds. A
bouncing shot skittered through the mud
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before defeating them 15-4. Barb Cumm-
ings, Mary Jane Ryan, Linda Smith, Kathy
Etter, Barb Dunham, and Karen Peterson
all helped to provide the spectators with a
good dose of power volleyball in this last
match with countless unreturnable spikes.
Janet Anderson will be on the road with
her powerful Lady Bears for the last four
weekends of the season, as they travel to
UMass, UConn, and URI before journeying
to UMPI for the State Championship
Tournament on Nqv. 11 and 12.
toward the left corner of the Maine net, but
Torsney pounced on it near the goal line.
UConn really started . asserting their
strength in the second half, scoring on a
high shot over the wildly leaping Torsney,
who missed the ball by inches.
The score was upped to 3-0 when a
UConn forward won a race for the ball with
Torsney and knocked it in on the right side.
Maine's next game is today at Husson
College.
Women's tennis
record now 8-1
The women's tennis team overpowered
the University of Rhode Island Friday and
Bates College Wednesday by identical 7-0
scores to boost their record to 8-1. Both
matches were played indoors at the field
house.
The ease of the URI victory came as a
surprise to Coach Eilene Fox. "We didn't
expect to win that easily over URI," she
said. "Everyone just played very well."
With one more regular season match
played at Bowdoin on Monday, team mem-
Chappelle starts drills
Fourteen candidates for the Uni-
versity of Maine Black Bear varsity
basketball squad began pre-season
drills Sunday Oct. 16 in preparation
for the team's 1977-78 season
opener.
Head coach Tom "Skip"
Chappelle will conduct practices
from 3 to 5 p.m. daily, except for
weekly scrimmages on Saturdays.
Chappelle expects to build this
year's team around a nucleus of
veterans, Wally Russell, Roger
Lapham, Kevin Nelson and Rufus
Harris.
"Each season we have a positive
surprise and we're looking for it to
develop quickly this year,"
Chappelle said. "This is going to be
a total team operation offensively
and defensively."
The Black Bears, 13-13 last season
despite several key injuries, will
open their campaign Nov. 30 at
Northeastern. Maine will begin its
home schedule against Boston Uni-
versity Dec. 3 at 3 p.m. The game
was originally scheduled for Dec. 2
at 7:30 p.m.
bers travel to Amherst College. Mass., for
the New Englands this Friday. Playing
singles for UMO will be Sue Staples, who
won five out of seven matches at the New
Englands last year, and Tona Bums, who
remains undefeated in nine matches.
Pairing up for doubles will be Barb
DeWitt and Kris Everett and Rose
Redmond and Kathy Curnick.
Top competition will come from Yale who
"always has the big heavies," according to
Fox. Brandeis, last year's winner, and
Trinity will also be major contenders.
As for UMO's chances, Fox said there
are a lot of factors involved. There's the
luck of the draw as well as how well you
play."
Season Passes
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